ControlByNet Partners with M3T to Offer Cloud Video
ControlByNet, a software development leader in cloud-based video surveillance solutions,
announced today a partnership with M3T Corporation to offer Cloud, or hosted, video to its
customers.
Atlanta, GA (PRWEB) December 17, 2014 -- ControlByNet, a software development leader in cloud-based
video surveillance solutions, announced today a partnership with M3T Corporation to offer Cloud, or hosted,
video to its customers. M3T Corporation is a well-known security integrator that services Pennsylvania and
surrounding states. ControlByNet provides software that allows integrators to instantly offer hosted video to
customers, creating an additional option to increase monthly recurring revenue by providing a valuable solution
to customers.
"We have tested the software for some time and have found it to be very reliable and a great addition to our
VAHMS® (Video Access Hosted Managed Services) portfolio of cloud based security solutions," said John
Maffey, President of M3T Corporation. "Our clients find the user interface uncluttered and easy to navigate."
ControlByNet’s i-flashback software lets integrators take on hosting of cloud-video. The software provides a
full management interface for total control allowing hundreds of cameras and customers across servers. For
integrators wanting to stay out of the IT side of things ControlByNet can host the video for the integrator.
"M3T is the ideal candidate for this kind of solution. They have the knowledge and respect in their area to
immediately offer Cloud video as an option to customers," said Ryan Strange, CEO of ControlByNet. "While
seen as a hot topic in the press, cloud video is still new or undiscovered by most small businesses and presents a
new direction for integrators."
About M3T (www.M3Tcorporation.com)
M3T Corporation, a veteran-owned small business, provides professional security consulting, solution design,
and implementation both in the physical and cyber security realms. M3T delivers a variety of world-class
integrated security and technology solutions that save businesses valuable time, resources and money. M3T
provides solutions in five different channels: System Integration (Access Control, Badging, Intercoms,
Intrusion, Video Surveillance and Wander Management), Hardware Integration(Door Hardware,
Keying/Locksmith Services and Safes/Vaults/Fireproof File Cabinets), Automatic Access Integration (Powered
Pedestrian Doors, Turnstiles and Vehicle Gates), Technical Services and Cyber Security(Cyber Security,
Hosted Solutions – VAHMS Cloud-based Video and Access Control, Information Security, Network Services
and Wireless Systems), and Service Integration (Maintaining Client Systems and AAADM Inspections). For
more information, visit www.M3Tcorporation.com
About ControlByNet (www.ControlByNet.com)
ControlByNet provides the most flexible Cloud and managed IP-based surveillance solution on the market.
ControlByNet's innovative Cloud Plus™ software is the cornerstone for the new security surveillance business
model. By leveraging Software as a Service (SaaS), CBN's solution integrates seamlessly across its products
creating limitless installation scenarios. The hierarchal nature of the software allows a single log-in across
multiple accounts hosted on multiple servers – anywhere on the Internet. While the i-flashback interface is as
simple to use as a nanny cam, both versions of the software are sophisticated enough to manage thousands of
remote cameras from a single browser interface. Cloud Plus™ is fully html 5.0 browser-compliant, meaning the
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web interface operates on all current browsers including all mobile devices (Windows, iPhone, Android). For
more information, visit www.ControlByNet.com.
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Contact Information
Deanna Anderson
AquaPR
http://www.aquapr.com
+1 404-759-1890
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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